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Abstract. Rails flaw detection both before installation and during exploitation takes
substantial time. To speedup the process of flaw detection in rails without the necessity of thorough scanning the low-frequency guided-wave ultrasonic flaw detector
AKR1224 was developed. Operation of AKR1224 is based on guided-wave ultrasound propagation in head, web and foot of rail. The detection is made with pulseecho method. Echo-signals are displayed in common time-amplitude sweep.
AKR1224 operates with twelve element antenna array with dry acoustic contact as
sending and receiving device. Experimental research and application of the devices
have proved that:
- For each of five rail’ surfaces (head’s surface, head’s side edge, web, foot’s body
and foot’s edge) a unique set of parameters and settings (operation frequency, group
and phase ultrasound velocity etc) is necessary;
- Defects in head are detected the same way as in all head’s surfaces (surface or
side);
- Flaw detection in web can be carried out from any side;
- The flaws in foot’s body can be detected only from the body itself. Either body’s
top or its edge can be used for testing;
- The maximum distance for flaw detection even for big defects in rails’ foot cannot
exceed 3 - 3,5m due to the acoustic energy losses in places of rails’ connections and
noises from them.
The results of AKR1224 practical use for various applications are presented.
There are plans to install a high frequency flaw detection channel into the device,
which will allow not only to discover the defect but also to estimate its type and
danger

The guided wave effect of ultrasound propagation in rail appears at frequencies lower then
200 kHz, when the wavelength in rails are equal or even more then the transversal sizes of
rail. Created any way, for example with a hammer, the acoustic excitation in rail propagate
from the point of hitting in both directions on long distances, which are two –three times
more then the transversal sizes of a rail, because the attenuation of ultrasonic oscillations in
steel at these frequencies is very small and the energy is mainly lost in places of connections between rail and sleepers.
As a rail is a guided-wave, the whole energy of acoustic oscillations goes though rail’s
cross section. Any concentrated damages of mechanical parameters of rail’s body, damages
in sizes or form of cross section reflect the part of the energy. The volume of this reflected
energy depends first of all on relation between the met damage and the whole area of rail’s
cross section. The wavelength in this case is of secondary importance. It is obvious, that the
reflected acoustic signal will return to the place of excitation. The delay time and intensity
of this reflected signal inform about the distance and sizes of mechanical damage in rail.
The researches of guided-wave ultrasound propagation in rail gave the following results [1,
2]:
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1. Due to the complex structure of rail’s cross section (when rail contains three
acoustically connected guided-waves), a great number of different core waves with different phase and group velocities can propagate in it.
2. The acoustic connection between the head, web and foot of a rail (if we take these
parts as guided-waves) is relatively low. The wave energy, propagating along one of these
guided-waves, almost doesn’t penetrate to another. Basing on that, there are two important
conclusions:
- a defect in one of the rail’s part, for example in web, doesn’t influence on the ultrasound propagation in other parts, for example in head;
- fastening of railways course the high running attenuation of ultrasound only in
rail’s foot and don’t influence on running attenuation in web and head.
3. The perpendicular oriented defects give higher reflected signal then the parallel
oriented signals of the same size. For example, the cross crack with the area of about 10%
from the cross section of the part of rail, where it is located, is detected on the distance up
to 30 meters even in the foot of separately lying rail.
Using guided-wave propagation of ultrasonic pulses in rails was developed the lowfrequency flaw detector AKR1224 [1], applicable for searching and localization of defects
in rails on a distance and without the thorough scanning of the rail’s whole surface, which
is necessary when using high frequency flaw detectors. The flaw detector consists of electronic unit with graphic display and searching unit – antenna array, which operator place on
the rail. The antenna array consists of 12 ultrasonic transducers with dry point contact and
electronic controlling board. The general image of the flaw detector is represented on fig 1.
Main characteristics of AKR1224
The maximal distance, m
30;
The error of distance detection, m
± 0,1;
Dead zone, m
1;
Sizes of electronic unit, mm
245 × 120 × 40;
Sizes of antenna array, mm
268 х 123 х 45;
Weight of the whole system, kg
1,6.
The flaw detector AKR1224 allows solving the following tasks:
- searching and localization of defects in rails, lying in railways, after testing them
with automated flaw detectors – flaw detection cars;
- testing of rails from rails stock;
- flaw detection of welds in railways;
- testing of points tongues;
- testing of rails on railway crossings;
- testing of used rails at rail-welding factories.
Fig. 2 represents the image of flaw detector display in operating mode. The main part of the
display shows echo-signals in amplitude-distance coordinates. The lower part is the overview A-Scan for the whole distance (in this case it is 30 meters), the upper part is the
zoomed A-Scan of the close zone (in this case it is 5 meters). In the upper part of the display with the capital letters indicated (from left to right):
- measured distance to the nearest reflector;
- compensation rate for echo-signals amplitude, falling with the distance;
- set exceeding of reference level over reject level.
When testing, the search for defects should be made separately in head, web and foot therefore the operation mode has five configurations with preset parameters: for rail’s tread,
head’s side (working or not-working) web’s side (any), foot surface, foot edge. In the lower
part of display there is a pictogram menu, indicating this preset configurations and allowing
quickly switch between this configurations for testing different rails’ parts.
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Fig. 2. Display of AKR1224 in operation
mode

Fig. 1. Ultrasonic flaw detector

Before testing the device should be calibrated,
that means measuring and saving the reference level from the known reference reflector, for
example from rail’s butt-end. After that testing is made on the part on rail, on which the
calibration was made. Echo-signals exceeding the reject level are the signals from defects.
The results of testing in the form of screen images and corresponding configuration can be
saved in the built-in memory of the device.
During the operation testing with flaw detector AKR1224 were tested about 200 electroarc
welds, more then 130 rails parts shown by flaw detection cars, more the 120 rails from rails
stock, 15 points tongues.
Fig 3-9 represents the display images received at testing different rail’s parts, both on separately lying rails and on rails in railways.

Fig. 3. Signals from defect models in rails’
head

Fig. 4. Signals from crack model in rail’s
foot and rail’s butt-end

Fig. 3 shows echo-signals from models of cross cracks in rails head 2,6 meters long. The
cracks were made as a inclined gashes coming to the rail’s treads and to the head’s side.
The sizes of the gashes are 10% and 12% from the whole area of head’s cross section. They
are located on the distance correspondingly 0,5 and 1 meter from the rail’s butt-end. The
antenna array was placed on the rail’s tread at a distance 1,4 meters from the nearest gash
and 2,4 meters to the rail’s butt-end. At fig 3 the signals from gashes and butt-end are distinctly seen. The maximums of these signals are at distances of 1,5 meters, 2 meters and
2,5 meters correspondingly. The cursor of automatic distance measuring is at the first front
of signal from the nearest to the antenna array gash.
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The following three pictures demonstrate the possibility of detecting defects in rail’s foot,
when placing the antenna array on the foot upper surface and it’s edge. As a model of cross
crack was made a gash with a size of 10% from the half area of the cross section of rail’s
foot on a distance of 0,5 meters from the rail’s butt-end. The rail is 2,6 meters long.
Fig 4 represents the image of signals received when placing the antenna array of the rail’s
foot body, where the gash was made, at a distance 1,6 meters to the gash and 2,1 meter to
the butt-end. The measured distance is 1,68 meters. The front of signal from butt-end is on
a distance of about 2,2 meters.
Fig.5 and 6 show the low penetration of ultrasound from one body of foot to another when
placing the antenna array to the foot edge. That means that for testing the whole area of
rail’s foot it is necessary to place the antenna array on each foot one after another. Fig 5
shows the signals on the display of flaw detector for the situation when antenna array is
placed on the foot edge in case without the gash, and fig 6 – in case with the gash. In both
cases there was 1,85 meters to the gash and 2,35 meters to the butt-end from antenna array.

Fig. 5. Signals in rai’s foot without the
gash

Fig. 6. Signals in rails foot with a gash,
imitating the crack

On fig 5 there are distinctly seen the multiple reflections of ultrasonic signals in nondefective rail’s foot. Before the first echo-pulse on the distance 2,32 meters there are no
signals, at the same time on fig. 6 there is a front pulse from the gash on distance 1,82 meters.
The following figures show the signals from the
real defects in rails, received in fields. Fig. 7 shows
the display image received when testing the tread of
separately lying on ground part of rail 11,5 meters
long with a defect in head. The defect was coming
to the surface. The distance between the antenna
array to this defect was 5,8 meters, the distance to
the butt-end was 11 meters. The signal on the picture at the distance of 22,5 – 23 meters is the second
echo-signal from the butt-end.
Fig. 7. Signals from the internal deFig. 8 shows she signals from the defect No 24 (acfect in rail’s head. The rail was recording to railways codes), coming to the surface of
tread. The size of this defect detected by independent ultrasonic instrument, is about 70%
from the area of rail’s head. The defect located on the distance of 22 meters from the antenna array, placed on the rail’s tread.
Figure 9 represents the signals from the cross section in weld in rail’s head, lying in main
railway. Testing was made before cutting the defected part of rail for replacing. The distance to this defect was 27 meters. The size of the defect was 60% from the head’s cross
section area.
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The operational testing of AKR1224 flaw detector showed that:
- defects in rail’s head are equally detected, independent on surface, from which the
testing is made (tread or sides);
- testing of rail’s web is possible from any side;
- defects in пере foot can be detected only when testing this пера. Testing can be
made from the upper surface of the пера and from its edge;
- the maximal distance for detecting even large defects in rail’s foot for the rail, lying in railway is not more then 3-5 meters. This is determined by looses of acoustic waves
energy in fastenings of railways and by noises from them;
- testing of welds can be made only in head and web. Welds in foot is quite difficult
due to big noises from fastenings and due to road-metals of ballast prisms, which doesn’t
allow placing antenna array to the edge of foot body. The time for testing the weld is about
1,5 minute;
- time necessary for testing the rail from the stock is about 4,5 minute, even when
the environmental temperature is -20ºC;
- models of corrosion-fatigue cracks in rail’s foot (defects code 69, which are the
reason for more then 1/3 of rail breaks) in form of gashes in foot edge 6 mm deep can be
detected by the flaw detector on the distance 1-25 meters to them from antenna array, in
case of separate rail and antenna array is placed on the upper surface of foot body.

Fig. 9. Signal from transversal crack in
weld in rai’s head (main railway)

Fig. 8. Signal from defect No 24 in rail’s
head. The rail is lying in railway.

Conclusions
Basing on the results of operational testing of the flaw detector AKR1224 the following
conclusions can be made:
1. The flaw detector can be effectively applied for testing the rails parts shown by
the flaw detection car for detecting cross fatigue cracks in rail’s head.
2. The flaw detector can be effectively used for electroarc welds testing in the area
of head and web without the preliminary thorough preparation of the surface from the distance of 3-5 meters to the weld at temperatures from –20º to +40ºC.
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